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G4 IS HERE
Mechanical Devices is proud to
introduce a new generation of
testing control units to test IC
devices over temperature.

With the Power Plus G4, the
Silicon temperature of high-power
device can be maintained low
during test running.

Improved technology has resulted
in a breakthrough in the fabrication
of new generation G4 units with
significant advantages over the
previous generation.

The overshooting and recovery
time are also remain low at high
spikes during the test.
The Power Plus cooling power is
-44C@600W; -55C@400W;
The temperature range is between
-75C and +200C.

The machines that rely on this
innovative technology provide
greater cooling power, energysaving, quiet at work, emit less heat
and have a longer life span.

The wide temperature range
enables cooling also low to mid
power devices Tj with big thermal
leakage to -40C or -50C.

REPLACE YOUR
TRADITIONAL SOLUTION
All MD thermal solutions easily
replace the lid of any socket or
connect directly to a soldered
DUT and accurately control the
temperature of any device.
The clip-on actuator controls the
force on the device precisely and
consistency.
This is an exceptional solution for
high-performance sockets and
high-power IC devices up to
1000W. The G4 Power Plus can
cool a 600 watts component to 44C.
This solution replaces traditional
solutions such as air or water
cooling system, chambers and
the consumable & costly LN2
G4 units are small, quiet,
accurate, stable, stand-alone,
maintenance FREE, fully
programmable, and safe.
For more info about G4 products,
contact us at:
sales@mechanical-devices.com

INOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
TEST YOUR IC DEVICE WITH CONFIDENCE WITHOUT EVER
WORRYING ABOUT TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS.
MD Thermal control units are
designed with high performance
and flexibility in mind for
temperature forcing any kind of
package. MD units stimulates the
DUT to the desired temperature
precisely and consistently via direct
contact and real-time temperature
control. The units are selfcontained, for real plug and play
setup.
The system controller contains a
touch-screen for temperature
control options, and LAN interface
for full automation. Condensation
free environment is maintained at
long cold testing.

MD Mechanical Devices is a
leading designer, developer and
global supplier of thermal control
units for testing IC devices over
temperature. The units provide
accurate, reliable and consistent
cost-effective solution, to serve the
needs of test engineers.

G4 units provide greater
cooling power, energysaving, quiet at work, less
heat emission and longer
life span.

Mechanical Devices is
headquartered in Haifa Bay, Israel
with a branch office in Santa Clara,
CA. and a number of sale
representatives at key locations
throughout the United States,
Canada, Asia and Europe.
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